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Moving the Profession
Forward

We believe that the time is right now, if not
long passed, for officers of federal land
management agencies to be promoted to
GS-11 across the board. NPS

commissioned rangers, BLM rangers, Fish
& Wildlife Service refuge officers should
be given the base grade of GS-11 without
further delay.

The US Customs Service, reacting to the

events of September 11, 2001, put into
motion the needed administrative work to

promote all their officers to GS-11, the
promotions took place in July of this year.
The head of the Customs Service noted that

homeland security had made the position of
Customs Officer even more critical to the

nation and felt his employees should be
compensated for the extra work load
imposed upon them. Officers of land
management ̂ encies have had the same
stresses and responsibilities handed to

them and so far, there is no movement in
the agencies to increase pay. Officers of
these Interior agencies are now among the
lowest paid federal officers in the 6[c]
retirement system. We work in close
association with Border Patrol officers and

Customs agents yet they are GS-11. An
argument could be made that our jobs are
more demanding and varied yet

management uses the old "generalist"

concept to keep salaries at the lowest
possible level. The Lodge will step up its
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September 9, 2002

Kris,

1 know you have probably just got done with a ten mile run and not even broken a
sweat, but I just wanted to say thank you for the "wookle cookies", the long drives
every Sunday morning to church, watching the Lord of the Rings, the practice shoots,
the many "mini ops", the hike through Kino Pass, the long days with out complaining,
having my back in the field on numerous vehicle stops and splkings, for not being
selfish, for sharing your Oreo Cookies, for sharing your food when I was hungry, for
not being arrogant in an arrogant profession, forspending time with Ajo's youth and
being a role model, for waking me up at FLETC your last day to see the sunrise, for
providing warmth in the bone chilling desert tracking illusive smugglers, for running
with me and kicking my butt, all the memories in the house, for your advice, for being
a role model and a leader among leaders, for being kind and courteous. Brother,
Partner, NPS1207, My Friend, I will see you when I get there.

Brian Fields

2 Timothy 4:7 vs 7
I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith...

efforts to achieve these raises which in fact

will only be to seek parity. The NPS, among
other Interior agencies, is losing the battle to
retain its professional officers. Why work
for an agency v\diere it's obvious that
management does not appreciate the efforts
and sacrifices of its commissioned staff?

What does it say about wanting to retain the
services of experienced commissioned
officers vriien you appreciably increase your
annual income by transferring to another
agency and do the same type of work? And
remember; Which ever agency you choose,
you will be working in a safer environment
with a professional chain of command.

Nothing Seems To Change

It's been only two years since the Lodge

printed the essay "ENOUGH", by Paul
Berkowitz. That first release, precipitated
by the murders of two U.S. Park Rangers in
just the two previous years, generated a lot

of hot debate and played a key role in
forcing the Service to contract the I.A.C.P.

to conduct its review of the NPS law

enforcement program. Since that time the
DDI-Office of the Inspector General
launched its own investigation into the NPS
(and other Interior) law enforcement

program(s), resulting in the release of their
report, "A Disquieting State of Disorder".

One would think that all of the attention

drawn to the many deficiencies of the
Service's management of the law
enforcement function overjust the past few
years (not to mention the various efforts
and studies conducted over the past few

decades) would have had the effect of
forcing the NPS to implement the many
structural and programmatic changes that
have repeatedly been called for by virtually
every outside entity that has looked at this
issue. Regrettably, this has not been the
case, as the NPS has successfully blocked,
stalled, and "studied" every credible report,
quite literally, "to death".

It is therefore appropriate to once again
make a strong statement about the
reluctance the Service has shown to adopt
recommended changes; to embrace the law
enforcement role of our Rangers and
Special Agents; and to remove the
obstacles (and people) who steadfastly
impede the attainment ofa professional law
enforcement program. Otherwise, as has
been proven time and again, Nothing
Seems To Change.




















